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On the semigroup of automaton mappings 
with finite alphabet 
B y P . D O M O S I 
Let F(X) denote the free semigroup generated by a (non-empty) finite set X, 
and consider the set Kx of all automaton mappings of F(X) into itself. It has been 
shown (see [4] and [6]) that Kx is a semigroup under the usual multiplication of 
mappings. It is also known that the subgroup Ax consisting of all one-to-one mappings 
f rom Kx has cardinality of continuum provided X has at least two elements (see 
[1]). This implies that neither Ax nor Kx has any finite generating system. 
Let Gx and Lx denote the group and semigroup, respectively, of all automaton 
mappings of F(X) into itself induced by finite automata (see [4] and [6]). It has 
been proved in [2] that Gx and Lx have no finite generating system (except for the 
trivial case). In this paper we show that neither Kx nor Lx has any minimal generat-
ing system provided X has more than one element. It is an unsolved problem whether 
Ax and Gx have any minimal generating system. 
Before proving our statement, we introduce some notions and notations. 
First of all we assume that F(X) has the identity element e. By the length \p\ 
of a word p£F(X) we mean the number of all occurences of elements f rom X. 
(Thus | e |=0 . ) We say that a word q is an initial part of p if there exists an r£F(X) 
such that qr=p, this situation is denoted by q^p. If q is a proper initial part of p, 
i.e. q*=p and \q\< \p\ then we use the notation qczp. 
Take two non-empty sets X and Y. A mapping <p of F(X) into F( Y) is called 
automaton mapping if for any p 6 F(X), \p\ = \(p(p)\ and <p(pg) = <p(p)r hold where r 
is a suitable word in F(X) (see [3]). It is well-known that every automaton mapping 
can be induced by automaton and conversely. 
Consider an arbitrary automaton mapping cp\ F(X) —F(Y) and let p£F(X). 
If for a q € F(X), (p (pq) = (p (p)r hold then let us denote this r by <pp(q). Let t//: F(X) 
-*F(Y) be a mapping for which \p(q) = (pr(q) (q£F(X)) holds. This cpp is called a 
state of (p induced by p. It should be noted that every state of an automaton mapping 
is an automaton mapping. 
We say that cp: F(X)F(Y) is an automaton mapping with finite alphabet if 
<p is . an automaton mapping and X and Y are finite. An automaton mapping with 
finite alphabet is finite if it has finitely many different states. It is known f rom [3] 
that an automaton mapping is finite if and only if it can be induced by a finite auto-
maton. Thus the semigroup Lx consists of all finite automaton mappings. 
Let X be an arbitrary non-empty finite set and consider the semigroup Kx of 
all automaton mappings of F(X). into itself. Take <p£Kx and let I(cp) denote the 
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set of all p 6 F(X) for which there exist , x2 € X with xl ^ x2 such that <pp (x j=<p p (,v2). 
Consider the set J(<p) of all words p f rom ](<p) whose each proper initial part q 
satisfies the condition q$I(<p). If e £ I(<p) then let J(q>) = (e). 
The following holds. 
Lemma. If p$J(<Pw) and (p m (p )AJ(v i 2 ) ) then p $ / (<?« <p<2>) for any <p(1\ <p™ £ 
£KX a n d p £ F ( X ) . 
Proof. By the definition of I(cp), it can easily be seen that p 6 /(<p(1) <p(2)) if and 
only if p£l((pa)) or > ( 1 )( / ' )€/(<p ( 2 ))- Therefore, if p<tl((pm) and cp™ (p) $ I((p™) 
t h e n p (f I((p(i)q>(2)), i.e. in this case our Lemma is valid because J(cpw cp{2)) ^ V ( 2 ))-
Assume that p£l((pw)\J(<p(1)). Then, by the definition of J(cpay), p has a 
proper initial part q such that q£l(<pa}). Therefore, q£/((pw(p^2)), i.e. taking into 
consideration qcp, we get p <{J((p{i) (pm). 
It remains to be shown that our Lemma is valid in the case of ( p w ( p ) £ l ( ( p ( 2 } ) \ 
\J(<pM). Let rci(pw(p) denote a proper initial part of <p(1) (p) for which /" € l(<p<2)). 
(By the definitions of J(<pi2)) and I((p{2)) there exists such r.) Thus there exists a 
proper initial part q of p such that (p(l>(q) = r. Therefore,, by <p(l)(<7)£/(<p(2)) we 
have ijr£/(<p(1)<p(2)). Since qczp this means that p$J((p(1)(p<2y) which completes the 
proof of the Lemma. 
We have the following 
Theorem. If X is a finite set having at least two elements then neither Kx nor Lx 
has any minimal generating system. 
Proof. Let j f .be a generating system of Kx or Lx. First we show the existence 
of a cp 6 K for which J(cp) has at least two elements. 
Let L denote the set of all elements <p f rom K for which J((p) has only one 
element. Take arbitrary elements q>m, <p(2), ..., <p{ni6L. Using our Lemma it can be 
proved by induction that J((pw <p(2)... cp("r) has at most n elements. 
Let xt € X be fixed. We define a mapping \jt d Lx as follows: 
, j * if / > < № « » , 
p }x rotherwise. 
Since J($) is infinite thus-1j/ cannot be given as a product of mappings f r o m L. 
Therefore, K\L is not empty, i.e. there exists a <p£K such that J(q>) has at least 
two elements. 
Let p \ , p 2 ^ j ( ( p ) different words such that 
l/^l = min and \p2\= m in \q\. (1) 
9 6 J(.<P) 1iJ(.>p)\(Pi) 
Take two mappings <p(1), cp(2> f rom Kx defined as follows. For any p£F(X) and 
x£X, let 
a ) , , K W i f Pi=P> 
and 
" Ix-otherwise 
<PP2) (*) = { ( ^ - o t h e r w i s e . ( 3 ) 
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Let us show that a) </9(1><p(2) = <p, b) <p(1) and <p(2) can be given as products 
of elements f r o m K\((p> and c) if (p £ Lx then <p(1) and (p(i) are in . 
To prove our theorem, by the choice of <p, it is enough to show that a)—c) are 
valid. • 
By the definition of automaton mappings it is obvious that a) holds. 
In order to prove b) it is enough to show that whenever cp is among e(1>, Q(2\ ... 
..., Q ^ i e K ) then e w e ™ - - - Q i n ) $ ( ( P w , <P(2)>- I n o t h e r words, for any pair ip™, 
>A(2) 
^ ( 1 ) ^ 0 9 ^ ( 1 ) (4) 
and 
i / j W c p ^ ^ y W . (5) 
By (1), fo r each word q(£F(Xj) with w e have q$I(q>). Thus, using 
(2) and (3) we get q$/(<p (1 ))U/(<p (2 )) provided \q \< \p i \ . Therefore, if there exists 
a q€ F(X) with \q\<\pi\ and q fj(ip(" (p\p(-2>) then (4) and (5) holds. If such q does 
not exist then for arbitrary p£F(X) with \p\ = \Pl\ there is an r£F(X) such that 
For a given \p£Kx, let us denote by l(k, ip) the number of all elements f rom 
l(ip) of length k. Then, taking into consideration the fact that p£l(q>w(p^) if and 
only if />£/((p ( lv) or <p(1)(/>)£/(<p(2)) we get I(\p1\,\!/(-1)(p^lQ^p^, cp). In the same 
way we get 
, I ( \ P l \ , > P m c p ^ ) ^ I ( \ P i \ , < P ) - • (6) 
By (3) it is obvious that pi i / (<p ( 2 ) ) . On the other hand, by (1), pt and p2 are 
in J(<p), i.e. pi%p2- Thus, taking into consideration (2) we get p2$I(<pm). 
If LP iH/ ' s l then I(\Pl\, <pW), I(\Pl\, (pW)^I(\Pl\, <p) because of P l , p2e 
iJ(<p)(g/fa>)). This, by (6), means that <p«), I(\Pl\, <p<2>)</(\Pl\, 
Therefore, in this case (4) and (5) hold. 
Let I^JI^ \p2\. Then, by (1) I((p) has no word of length l/^l except for pv Since 
Ai / (<P ( 2 ) ) thus, by (3),7(1^1, <p(2>)=0, i.e. I(\Pl\, <p ( 2 ) )< / ( | a ! , <?)• Therefore, by (6), 
(5) holds in this case too. 
We now show that (4) holds if |/»i|< |/>2|- As has been shown it can be assumed 
that g (f /( i^1) <pi/A2') if [pi| because in the opposite case (4) holds. Thus 
holds as well, that is, for every word r£F(X) of length less than or equal to \P i \ 
there exists a t£F(X) such that \pm(t)—r. Therefore, t / / ( 0 ( / > i ) i m p l i e s ipm(s)=p1 
for a suitable s£F(X) with s^p1. In this case s£l(ip(1)<p\p(2}) because of P l £ /(</>). 
On the other hand, by |/>!| = |s | and (2), p ^ s implies f rom which (4) 
follows. 
N o w suppose that iA(1)(.Pi)=.Pi- Let us write p2 in the form p2 = pr where |/>| = 
= \P l \ . We can assume that there exists a word q£F(X) such that \p0>(q)=p (because, 
as has been shown, in the opposite case (4) holds). Moreover, by (1), Pl i p2, that 
i s , p ^ p i - Since ipw(Pi)=Pi t h u s p ^ - i ^ ' H P i ) . This, by \p(1)(q)=p, means that q . 
Therefore, for arbitrary s£F(X) we have <p£P(s) = s, i.e. qs$I(<p(1)). Thus if f o r 
p2(=pr) there exists no word rx6F(X) such that )p<q)(r1) = r then (4) holds, because 
in this case there is a word r2 £ F(X) with qr2 £ 7(i//(1) (pip(-2)). N o w assume that ip'q1] (r-^) = 
=r(rx£F(X)). Then qr^Ity™cp\pi2)) because oip2^I(ap). Therefore, (4) holds. 
Thus we have got that (4) and (5) are valid in all possible cases, i.e. b) holds. 
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I t r e m a i n s t o b e s h o w n t h a t c) is val id. I t is c lear t h a t t h e n u m b e r o f al l s t a t e s 
o f (ррг is less t h a n o r e q u a l t o t h a t of all s t a t e s of (p. T h e r e f o r e , u s ing (2) a n d (3) w e 
g e t t h a t b o t h q>w a n d <p(2) h a v e finitely m a n y d i f fe ren t s ta tes . T h u s <p 6 Lx i m p l i e s 
<PW, Q>(2> £ LX. T h i s c o m p l e t e s t he p r o o f o f o u r T h e o r e m . 
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